
The Building Blocks of a Modern Firm

ENHANCE
LEGAL INTEGRITY

INCREASE
BILLABLE TIME

EXCEED
CLIENT EXPECTATIONS

Maximize Your Firm’s 
Productivity

With ClientSide’s intuitive platform, the average 

law firm reduces the amount of time they spend 

on administrative signing tasks by 

8 hours per month. 

Improve Your Firm’s Competitive Advantage 
Send and recieve signed documents up to seven times faster.
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Electronic Signature Solution for Lawyers
The Intuitive and Secure 

The most effective 
way to obtain legal 

signatures.

Approved as E-Signature Specialists by:

Clients will love 
working with you.

https://www.goclientside.com/


THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF A MODERN FIRM

Signature Integrity

Email Authentication: Documents sent through ClientSide can only be accessed through each recipient's 
unique email address.  This process ensures that each signer truly views and signs the 
document.

Pin Code Authentication: 

Audit Trail: ClientSide’s Audit Trail tracks the 
chain of access and custody of each 
document sent out for signature.  The 
Audit Trail includes the dates, times, 
names, email addresses, and IP address 
of all parties who have either viewed 
or signed the document. A copy of the 
Audit Trail is sent to all parties when 
all signatures on the document have 
been completed.

A document is unenforceable if you cannot prove the identity of the signer.  With traditional signing methods, the only 
way to confirm a signature’s authenticity is by physically watching someone sign. ClientSide’s authentication processes 
and Audit Trail help verify that the intended recipients were the viewers and signers of the document, allowing greater 
flexibility without compromising signature integrity.

Document Integrity

Multi-Layer Encryption: 

Tangible Security Fortress:  Your data is kept in a state-of-the-art SAS70 Type II, SSAE 16 facility that has 
achieved ISO 27001 certification. Access is strictly controlled by a professional 
security staff who uses video surveillance, intrusion detection systems, and other 
technology to make certain no one obtains unauthorized access to your data.

How do you know that your documents have not been tampered with when you send them out for signature? With 
traditional wet signing, the only way to ensure document integrity is by painstakingly comparing the signed copy of a 
document with the original version. With ClientSide, your documents are sent in an uneditable read-only form to 
prevent document manipulation. Only the fields that are specified by the document sender can be populated by the 
recipients, thereby ensuring that no other alterations can be made. 

Your connection is encrypted with SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) - the same level of 
protection used by banks and government agencies. Each document is encrypted 
with AES - 256 bit encryption and a unique key. These keys are then encrypted with a 
rotated master key to ensure the full encryption and security of your documents. 
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The sender of a document can set a 
security pin code that is privately 
shared. This can be an alphanumeric 
pin or information that only the signer 
would know. By requiring the input of 
this code, you ensure that the intend-
ed recipient views and signs the 
document.

www.goclientside.com

 Enhance Legal Integrity
With Electronic Signatures
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How much more productive would 
your firm be with improved signature 
processes?

ClientSide has unique, time-saving features and 
a tailored design that integrates seamlessly into 
law firms’ preexisting workflow. With ClientSide, 
law firms streamline signature processes in a 
manner that dramatically increases productivity 
without the added learning curve. 

THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF A MODERN FIRM

How much operational time does it take your firm to send and receive a signed document? 

Imagine what your firm could do with this additional time.
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21.5
Minutes

12
Minutes

10.5
Minutes

3
Minutes
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Firms , on average, save 8 hours/administrator each month
on signing tasks.

How long does it take for your clients 
to return a signed document?

50%
Faster

Clients return signed documents 
50% faster because of ClientSide’s 
intuitive platform. 

ClientSide Features that Enhance Efficiency

 Increase Billable Time
With Electronic Signatures

Templates/Forms: For documents used often, specify the fields that 
need to be completed and save the template. 
When you need to send the document for signing, 
you will not need to re-identify the fields, saving 
time in preparing and sending the document.

Client and 
Matter Docketing: Matter, or Docket Deadline. You can also quickly 

view all Matters corresponding to each Client. 
This allows you to manage your documents in a 
way that suits your organizational preferences.

Reminders: You can send email reminders to your clients from 
-

matically reduces the amount of time your firm 
spends following-up with clients. 

Email Notifications: All signature requests and correspondence 

client responses to signature requests are sent 
directly to your inbox. 
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Distinguish Your Firm by Adapting to Your Clients’ Preferences

ClientSide created a solution that uses your 
clients’ fluency with E-Signatures in a way that 
increases client satisfaction and enhances 
your firm’s productivity. ClientSide is the only 
E-Signature solution designed by attorneys, 
for attorneys, and our solution reflects our 
first-hand understanding of the nuances of the 
legal industry. 

ClientSide reduces risk, maximizes efficiency, 
and improves client satisfaction, all while 
integrating effortlessly into your workflow,  
allowing your firm to concentrate on growing 
business into the future. 

ClientSide™ provides the leading Electronic 
Signature system for the legal industry. Designed 
by attorneys, for attorneys, ClientSide streamlines 
the process of obtaining legally-binding 
signatures and maximizes law firms’ efficiency.

www.goclientside.com

For more information, contact us today:

or visit our website

ClientSide is Designed for Law Firms
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In today’s digital age, it is essential that law firms leverage technology to service 
and grow their client base. E-Signatures are used everywhere in today’s world 
from signing everyday credit card transactions to corporate business deals. 
Because of this increasing familiarity, E-Signatures are incorporated into the 
business practices of your clients regardless of size. 

As your clients become increasingly accustomed to digital and mobile technolo-
gy, the adoption of technology to keep pace with your clients and their culture 
becomes a necessity. Failing to engage in these critical, technology-based 
decisions jeopardize your business growth and drastically impede your competi-
tive advantage. 

Corporate Clients
University Clients
Startups and Growth Companies

ClientSide is Perfect for:

Engagement Letters 

Patent Filing Forms 

Board Resolutions

Board Consents 

Formation Documents

Operating Agreements

Settlement Agreements

IP Assignment Agreements

Partnership Agreements

Services Agreements

Employment Contracts

Fee Agreements

Joint-Venture Agreements

Contracts for Sale of Goods

Non-Disclosure Agreements

And many other documents

 Exceed Client Expectations
With Electronic Signatures
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